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            A contrary guide to feeding animals

            
                                                            


            
                




By Beth Greenwood




Issue #135 • May/June, 2012



The Purinas, Cargills, and Con-Agras of the world would have you believe that they and they alone have...            
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            Kinder goats — A small breed for milk and meat
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            Chickens — The most valuable animal on the homestead
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            Build a chicken feeder on the cheep cheep cheep
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            This St. Bernard backwoods hero saved old Grandma’s life
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                Everybody talks about lightning and yes, there are things you can do about it
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                The wonderful world of axes
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                Dehydrating eggs at home
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                Starting a Roadside Farm Stand
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                The community treasure chest
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                Keeping tools sharp
                
                                        
                                                                    
                

            


        


        
	
 


 


Farm and Garden
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                    Put Your Garden to Bed for the Winter
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            Hügelkultur for the Homestead

                
                                                                                                            


                
                    





By Rose Shelton



Issue #176 • April/May/June, 2019

Last spring, I finally completed a long-planned homestead project of constructing two hügelkultur beds. What is hügelkultur? It’s...                
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            Solar-Powered Electric Fencing

                
                                                                                                            


                
                    




By Jeffrey Yago, P.E., CEM




Issue #147 • May/June, 2014




A new electric fence attached to older traditional wood fencing
 

More and more people are turning to...                
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            Starting a Roadside Farm Stand

                
                                                                                                            


                
                    





By John Murray


<!--


-->
Issue #158 • March/April, 2016

For country landowners who desire a way to supplement their income, operating a small roadside farm stand is...                

            


        


        

 

Americana and History
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                        The barnyard scramble
                                                                                            


                    
                        




By Michelle Hampton




Issue #106 • July/August, 2007



Each year during our local county fair, one of the best-attended events happens when farm animals, donated by local ranchers, are let loose in the big rodeo arena. Kids that sign up for the event scramble around running madly ofter the throng of...                    
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                        President George Washington’s Farewell Address
                                                                                            


                    
                        Friends and Fellow Citizens: The period for a new election of a citizen, to administer the executive government of the United States, being not far distant, and the time actually arrived, when your thoughts must be employed in designating the person who is to be clothed with that important...                    
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                        Who were the best…and worst U.S. Presidents?
                                                                                            


                    
                        




By John Silveira




Issue #49 • January/February, 1998



It was one of those days I love. We were between deadlines and Dave, Bill, Mac, and I had gone fishing on the lake. Dave, of course, is Dave Duffy, the publisher of Backwoods Home Magazine; Bill is Dave's friend who drops in...                    
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            Slaughtering and Butchering


            
                                                            



            
                




By Dynah Geissal




Issue #23 • September/October, 1993



Fall is butchering time, a period of joy in the harvest of the year's work and of sadness...            
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            Cheaper than Store-Bought Eggs


            
                                                            



            
                By Kristina Seleshanko
Issue #177 • July/August/September, 2019

Something we heard a lot when we first started raising chickens in the suburbs was, “For the cost...            
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            Kinder goats — A small breed for milk and meat
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            A contrary guide to feeding animals
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            Beekeeping basics
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            Get to know your spiders
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                Here’s how to make a musical bamboo flute
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                The return of home emergency shelters takes on a dual-purpose approach
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                Stashing Junk Silver for Bad Times
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                Just for Kids: Knock knock vinegar
                
                                        
                                                                    
                

            


        


        
	
 


 
            


            
                

Farm and Garden
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                Plant Your Trees in the Spring

                
                                                                                                


                
                    




By Tom Kovach




Issue #61 • January/February, 2000



Winter is a good time to plan your spring tree plantings, deciding what and where you want to plant. When spring arrives you'll be ready.

Spring is the best...                


                
                    Read more
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                Mid-season planting

                
                                                                                                


                
                    By Jackie Clay-Atkinson
As the saying goes “Life happens…” Maybe events have kept you from getting your garden planted early in the spring. When we moved to New Mexico, it was in late June and...                
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